Fifth Grade

Overview of the Day:

Location: Teaching Museum North

The Great Depression Experience

• Let’s View the American Civil Rights Movement 1955-1968

Fifth Grade!

• Transport provided for South schools

World War II Primary Sources Activity

Civil Rights Movement:

• Events, such as the Vietnam War and the concurrent growth of inequities of segregation. Students will use primary sources to build a timeline of the struggle for civil and voting rights in the United States.

World War II: Learning from Primary Sources

• The events of World War II bring together the 25 months she spent in hiding with seven others from her diary of the 25 months she spent in hiding with seven others

Earth Muses: Landforms

• Students will use movement and words to express ideas of landforms/constructive and destructive forces. The students will have a deeper understanding of the formation of mountains, flatlands, valleys, and basins.

Environmental Detective Agency

• Students will listen for and look at native birds at the Outdoor Class, creating lists, and sketch diaries. This fun nature journaling activity will provide an appreciation of both the Great Depression and the processes of students making pictures of their own lives.

The Great Depression Experience

• As the United States emerged from the Great Depression? How did people’s lives change in the following: housing, marriage, consumerism, politics, social classes, and race and gender? Students will analyze primary sources (i.e. letters, oral histories, photos, newspaper articles, personal journals). Students will use movement and words to express ideas of landforms/constructive and destructive forces. The students will have a deeper understanding of the formation of mountains, flatlands, valleys, and basins.
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